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Much Binding In The Marsh  
 
Music - Sidney Torch,  Lyrics - Richard Murdock, Kenneth Horne & 1946.    
Some closing verses from the BBC Radio Show of the same name – 1944 to 1954  
4 / 4 Time  

[D7] At [G] Much [C] Binding in the [G] Marsh.  
We’ve [A7] had some races of all sorts and [D] sizes, 
[D7] At [G] Much [C] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
We’re [A] giving several [A7] WAAF’s away as [D] prizes. 
The [G] quarter mile was [G7] not a race on [C] which I will enlarge: 
The [A7] station Warrant Officer was [D7] beaten by the Sarge, 
And [C] now, of course, as [C7] you can guess, the [G] Sarge is on a [E7] charge. 
At [A7] Much [D] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
 
[D7] At [G] Much [C] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
The [A7] crimewave’s come we must do something [D] drastic. 
[D7] At [G] Much [C] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
From our [A] one plane they’ve [A7] stolen the elas-[D]-tic, 
We [G] twisted it and [G7] let it go, through [C] space we used to swish, 
We’re [A7] stuck without it now, but [D7] have a shrewd “susu-pish”, 
That [C] Nurse’s using [C7] it to keep her [G] “is-sues” in [E7] “pos-ish” 
In [A7] Much [D] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
 
[D7] At [G] Much [C] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
The [A7] hanger has been made a trifle [D] wider. 
[D7] At [G] Much [C] Binding in the [G] Marsh 
We [A] did it to accommo-[A7]-date our [D] glider. [D7] 
Our [G] pilot said he’d [G7] like to try it [C] out as it was new, 
We [A7] took him up ten thousand feet and [D7] then we waved adieu, 
He [C] came down six months [C7] later to the [G] north of Kat-man-[E7] do, 
From [A7] Much [D] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
 
[D7] At [G] Much [C] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
Our [A7] aerodromes defence is quite in-[D]-spiring. 
[D7] At [G] Much [C] Binding in the [G] Marsh. 
We [A] feel safe as [A7] houses when they’re [D] firing. [D7] 
Our [G] A. A. Bofors [G7] gunner is a [C] man who never cowers, 
Last [A7] Tuesday week he got a chance to [D7] demonstrate his powers. 
He [C] shot one Jerry [C7] aircraft down and [G] eighty-two of [E7] ours, 
At [A7] Much [D] Binding in the [G] Marsh. (See you la-[A7]-ter) 
At [A7] Much [D7] Binding in the [G]! Marsh. [C]! [G]! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 


